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1. Introduction

College sport has been transformed from an amateur activity, similar to the British model of university sport, into a highly
rationalized form of commercial entertainment (Sack, 1987). Despite its popularity, college sport overall has struggled as a
commercial enterprise. In 2010–2011, only 23 NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) athletic programs reported
positive net revenues, which was actually down from 25 in 2008, and the gap between profitable programs and the
remaining institutions has continued to grow (Fulks, 2012). In fact, if it were not for the popularity of college football and
men’s basketball, the bottom line for most athletic departments would be even more dire. This being the case, many athletic
departments, out of necessity to survive, now serve to harness this interest in football and basketball to build identification
and generate resources for other athletic teams, as well as the university as a whole (Toma, 2003).

Athletic directors have been forced to rely increasingly on various commercially focused revenue streams to obtain the
funds necessary to operate their programs (Tomasini, Frye, & Stotlar, 2004). One such source of revenue that has begun to
gain acceptance on the college sport landscape is corporate naming rights. Naming-rights are a unique form of sponsorship
both in the size and scope of the sponsorship agreements themselves, as well as the ubiquitous visibility and other benefits
associated with naming a facility (Fullerton & Merz, 2008). However, the practice of selling naming rights to a corporation is
still quite uncommon in college athletics, as only 12 Division I (FBS) football programs currently have secured naming-rights
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A B S T R A C T

Corporate sponsorship is now commonplace across the college athletic landscape;

however, the introduction of naming-rights sponsorships for college football stadiums has

been a significantly slower process. Although there are several Division I Football Bowl

Subdivision (FBS) programs that have secured naming-rights partners (i.e. University of

Minnesota), this practice is still the exception rather than the norm, which is also true in

many other global sport contexts. In order to better understand this phenomenon, the goal

of this study was to investigate fans’ attitudes related to sponsorship, tradition, and

commercialism in college football. The results indicated fans that had more positive

attitudes toward sponsorship had more positive behavioral intentions toward both the

football program and a potential naming rights partner. On the other hand, those who had

more positive perceptions of the institution’s football tradition and venue had more

negative behavioral intentions. Theoretical and practical implications are discussed, as

well as suggestions for future research.
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partners for their stadia, including Louisville, Maryland, Minnesota, and Texas Tech (at a cost of roughly $1 million per year in
each case) (Bentubo, 2007; Kunnath, 2013). The most recent football naming-rights agreement to be signed was between
Rutgers University and High Point Solutions for approximately $650,000 per year (Caldwell, 2011), continuing the trend that
the majority of institutions exploring naming rights are generally in the bottom half of Division I (FBS) athletic revenues and
have debts to pay from stadium construction/renovations (Kunnath, 2013). The most visible colleges, on the other hand, tend
to name sport facilities after major donors, supporters, or famous alumni, and it is believed to be unlikely that many of these
names would be displaced in favor of a corporation (Cohen, 1999; Lee, 2001).

Although most early collegiate naming rights agreements were modest in comparison to those negotiated by major
league teams, agreements signed since 2000 have begun to approximate values realized by professional venues (Crompton &
Howard, 2003). In fact, it has been estimated that several schools including Michigan, Ohio State, LSU, and Stanford could
create roughly $2 million extra per year in revenue by selling naming rights. Notre Dame could likely command as much as
$6 million per year from naming rights, due to its national television contract with NBC (Bentubo, 2007). There is still a
resistance, however, among schools that are wary of increasing commercialism on campuses to sell naming-rights of their
facilities to corporate entities. Many institutions struggle to find the appropriate balance between maintaining the ideals of
amateurism and academic integrity, and the increasing expense of sustaining big-time collegiate athletic programs
(Crompton & Howard, 2003).

Organizational opposition aside, college athletics is still an attractive environment for corporations that engage in sport
sponsorship. Despite shortcomings in generating positive net revenues, college athletics are at an all-time high in terms of
popularity, given the attendance at games and amount of money paid in television contracts to broadcast college football
(Sack, 2009). In particular, it has been found that sponsors feel they can accomplish many of their objectives at the Division I
(FBS) level, more than in the other divisions within the NCAA (Tomasini et al., 2004). Further, a university’s football
community extends to the entire university, and in some cases the state (Zagacki & Grano, 2005), so there is a great deal of
exposure amongst desirable demographics and fan groups that can be gained by partnering with a college athletic
department. In addition, it is possible that the sponsorship activations gained via college athletics can have a greater impact
than those in professional sports, due to the high level of psychological attachment that has been observed in college sport
fans (Zhang, Won, & Pastore, 2005).

While there can be little debate that naming-rights sponsorships can be quite lucrative, many institutions at the highest
levels of college athletics are hesitant to fully explore naming-rights. Institutions may consider corporate names for smaller
areas of the facility, such as club or suite levels, but changing the name of the stadium or field is considered by some
administrators to be an attack on the tradition of the football program (Bentubo, 2007). Although these concerns for tradition
seem warranted, little is known about how fans might actually perceive a change in a stadium name, or how they might
change their behaviors if such a sponsorship became a reality at their favorite team’s stadium. Hence, it is important for
athletic departments to understand the behaviors of their football fans, particularly in terms of ticket and merchandize
purchasing intentions, in order to fully understand the possible impact of a corporate stadium name.

It should be noted that while the American college sport model is unique, college sport is actually more similar to global
sport than US professional sports in terms of the magnitude and frequency of stadium naming rights agreements. The
global market for naming rights is estimated at approximately $4 billion; however, 75% of that market is in the United
States, with the majority being comprised of professional sport venues (Kolah, n.d.). A few countries dominate the global
portion of the market, including Germany and Australia, so the remaining naming rights agreements are somewhat
scattered around the globe (Kelly & Hickey, 2010; Skinner, 2010). When the focus is narrowed to individual venues, the
values of the existing college football naming rights deals mentioned above are more similar to many international naming
rights deals than those found in domestic professional sport (Karolefski, 2002). For example, outside of Bayern Munich’s 6
million euro per year naming partnership with Allianz, the numerous soccer and hockey venues in Germany that bear
corporate names are similar in value to those in college sport mentioned above (Bezold, 2008). Also, while naming rights
have been a norm for professional sport facilities in the United States since the early 1990s, these types of agreements have
extended to other countries much more recently (Skinner, 2010), similar to the college sport landscape. In the Barclays
Premier League, naming sponsors are still relatively few, and it was not until the $100 million pound deal between Emirates
and Arsenal FC in 2006 that naming rights became a legitimate practice in the UK (Skinner, 2010). Shifting the focus to Asia,
the first naming rights deal in China was not signed until 2010, when Mercedes-Benz acquired the name of a new arena in
Shanghai (PricewaterhouseCoopers[PWC], 2011).

Another important distinction between global sport and US professional sport is that professional sports teams in the US
tend to act as profit maximizers/earners (Wenz, 2012), whereas most global sport organizations operate as utility (or win)
maximizers (Dietl, Grossmann, & Lang, 2011). For example, a National Basketball Association (NBA) franchise works under
the restrictions of a salary cap which, once reached, means that no further ticket or sponsor revenue can be spent on players,
and in many cases is kept by team owners as profit. On the other hand, the majority of top flight soccer clubs in Europe will
tend to spend any new revenue, sponsor-related or otherwise, on transfer fees and player wages. Obviously, college athletes
in the United States are not paid a salary for their services (an oft lamented issue that we will avoid here), but since college
athletic departments operate as not-for-profit entities, the majority of their revenue is spent back on athletic needs (i.e.
facility upgrades, higher coach salaries) in order to attract better recruits. This pattern of expenditure is the driving force
behind the arms race in college athletics, which has existed for decades (Toma, 2003). Hence, the author suggests that college
athletic departments act more like utility maximizers than profit maximizers, which would indicate another similarity
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